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The generation of acoustic tones in four round jets at a Mach number of 0.9 impinging on8

a plate at a distance L = 6r0 of the nozzle exit, where r0 is the nozzle radius, has been9

investigated by large-eddy simulation. Three plates are perforated by a hole of diameter10

h = 2r0, 3r0 and 4.4r0, centered on the jet axis, whereas the fourth plate has no hole,11

in order to study the effects of the hole on the jet flow and acoustic fields. In all cases,12

acoustic tones emerge in the jet near field, upstream but also downstream of the plate for the13

perforated plates. Their frequencies are similar for all jets and close to those predicted for14

aeroacoustic feedback loops establishing between the nozzle and the plate, involving flow15

disturbances convected downstream and waves propagating upstream at the ambient speed16

of sound. Their levels, however, decrease with the hole diameter, by a few dB for h 6 3r017

but approximately by 40 dB for h = 4.4r0. The features of the feedback loops are identified18

by computing two-dimensional space-time correlations and frequency-wavenumber spectra19

of the pressure fluctuations in the jet mixing layers. These loops are found to be closed by20

free-stream upstream-propagating guided jet waves, produced by the impingement of vortical21

structures on the plate for h 6 3r0 and by the scattering of the jet aerodynamic pressure22

fluctuations by the hole edges for h = 4.4r0. Finally, an acoustic analogy is used to show that23

the contributions of the pressure fluctuations on the plate to the radiated noise are dominant.24

1. Introduction25

It is well known that intense acoustic tones are generated by the impingement of jets on a26

plate. Such tones were observed experimentally for high subsonic jets by many researchers,27

including Powell (1953), Neuwerth (1974), Preisser (1979), Ho & Nosseir (1981) and Nosseir28

& Ho (1982). In these studies, a staging phenomenon of the main tone frequency was29

measured when the nozzle-to-plate distance increases, which has led Powell (1953) to explain30

the tone generation by a feedback mechanism between the turbulent structures convected31

downstream from the nozzle to the plate and the acoustic waves propagating upstream from32

the plate to the nozzle. Similar feedback loops were noticed for supersonic impinging jets as33

well. For ideally-expanded supersonic jets, the establishment of these loops has been studied34

experimentally by Norum (1991) and numerically by Gojon et al. (2016) and Bogey & Gojon35

(2017). For underexpanded jets, the loops have been visualised in the experimental works36

of Henderson et al. (2005), Risborg & Soria (2009), Buchmann et al. (2011) and Mitchell37

et al. (2012) and in the simulations of Dauptain et al. (2012) and Gojon & Bogey (2017a).38

The upstream waves closing the feedback loop have also been analyzed in several studies. In39

their aeroacoustic feedback model, Ho & Nosseir (1981) assumed that they are free-stream40

acoustic waves propagating outside of the jet. However, they were later identified as guided41
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jet waves propagating mostly inside the jet, as suggested in the theoretical work of Tam &42

Ahuja (1990) for round jets and Tam & Norum (1992) for planar jets. These guided jet waves43

are defined by dispersion relations and classified in modes depending on their radial and44

azimuthal structures. In particular, their properties allow us to explain the frequencies and45

the axisymmetric or helical nature of the feedback tones, as highlighted in Gojon et al. (2016),46

Gojon & Bogey (2017a), Bogey & Gojon (2017) and Jaunet et al. (2019) for subsonic and47

supersonic impinging jets. They are involved in other resonance phenomena, for examples in48

screech generation mechanism, as studied by Gojon & Bogey (2017b), Edgington-Mitchell49

et al. (2018), Mancinelli et al. (2019), Edgington-Mitchell (2019), or in jet-plate interactions,50

as investigated by Jordan et al. (2018) and Tam & Chandramouli (2020). The guided jet waves51

also play a role in the generation of acoustic tones near the nozzle (Towne et al. 2017; Brès52

et al. 2018; Bogey 2021b) and in the upstream acoustic far field (Bogey 2021b) of free53

jets. Using a vortex-sheet model, Towne et al. (2017) have shown that within restricted54

frequency bands, both downstream and upstream-propagating guided jet waves can exist for55

Mach numbers between 0.82 and 1 and can interact with each other. The near-nozzle tones56

in both experiments and simulations are located in these bands. In a recent study, Bogey57

(2021a) investigated numerically the generation of these tones for jets at Mach numbers58

varying between 0.5 and 2. The tone properties, in terms of frequency, intensity, azimuthal59

structure, width and prominence, were detailed. They were shown not to strongly vary around60

Mach numbers of 0.82 and 1. In particular, over the whole Mach number range, the peak61

frequencies lie within the frequency bands of the free-stream upstream-propagating guided62

jet waves and the peak levels follow the typical scaling laws of jet noise. Very recently, Bogey63

(2021b) has shown using data from both experiments and simulations that the near-nozzle64

tones propagate in the far field in the upstream direction.65

Jets impinging on a plate with a hole have been the subject of fewer studies than jets66

impinging on a flat plate. For subsonic jets, tones similar to those obtained for a non-67

perforated plate were first observed by Sondhauss (1854) and Rayleigh (1945) and they68

were referred to as hole tones. In the same way as without a hole, they are generated by69

a feedback mechanism between the hole edges and the nozzle. Indeed, the same staging70

phenomenon of the tone frequency as the nozzle-to-plate distance increases was revealed by71

several experiments, such as those of Chanaud & Powell (1965) and Vinoth & Rathakrishnan72

(2011). Hole tone generation has been studied over a wide range of Mach numbers. For73

instance, Langthjem & Nakano (2005) and Matsuura & Nakano (2012) simulated a jet at a74

Mach number of 0.03 impinging on a plate with a hole located one nozzle diameter from the75

jet exit. Meganathan & Vakili (2006) explored experimentally the effects of the jet velocity76

on the hole tone frequencies for Mach numbers varying from 0.2 up to 0.8. They noticed77

frequencies staging with the jet velocity, suggesting again a feedback mechanism. High78

subsonic and supersonic jets were considered in the experimental works of Umeda et al.79

(1988) and Umeda & Ishii (1993). Umeda et al. (1988) notably visualised the feedback loop80

between the hole edges and the nozzle for jets at Mach numbers of 0.94 and 1.54 using81

shadowgraphy. They also noted a tonal radiation at the feedback frequency downstream of82

the plate. More recently, jets impinging on a plate with a hole have been studied numerically83

for a Mach number of 3.7 by Kawai et al. (2007) and Tsutsumi et al. (2015) and for a Mach84

number of 3.1 by Troyes et al. (2019) and Varé & Bogey (2021), with the aim of modelling a85

rocket launch, during which the supersonic gas jets exhausted by the engines impinge on the86

launch area and are canalized in a trench dug under the rocket. No feedback loop was found87

for these high Mach numbers. Concerning the effects of the hole diameter on the feedback88

loop, Vinoth & Rathakrishnan (2011) compared the flow and pressure fields of two jets at a89

Mach number of 0.8 impinging on a flat plate and on a plate with a hole of same diameter as90

the nozzle. The two jets generate tones at similar frequencies, suggesting little effects of the91
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hole on the feedback mechanism. In the same way, for a Mach number of 0.94, Umeda et al.92

(1988) remarked no significant changes in the frequencies of the tones for hole diameters93

varying from 1.8 up to 2.4 nozzle diameters. Despite the preceding studies, several questions94

remain about the influence of the size of the hole on the feedback properties. In particular,95

the effects of the hole diameter on the tone intensities need to be carefully described. As the96

hole diameter increases, these intensities are expected to decrease, due to weaker interactions97

between the jet turbulent structures and the plate. To the best of the authors knowledge, this98

hypothesis has not been confirmed yet. It is also unclear whether the broadband acoustic99

levels depend on the hole diameter. Furthermore, it is interesting to study a jet passing100

through a perforated plate with no impingement of the jet turbulent structures on the plate.101

For such a jet, the interactions between the flow and the plate are weaker than for the cases102

with a small hole, which could lead to a less pronounced aeroacoustic resonance, and hence103

differences in the sound generation mechanisms. Finally, the tonal radiation downstream of104

the plate pointed out by Umeda et al. (1988) has not been examined thoroughly. The noise105

sources generating this radiation, which may be related to the feedback mechanism, have not106

been clearly identified. In the present work, the generation of hole tones is investigated by107

performing the large-eddy simulations of four subsonic round jets impinging on a plate with108

and without a hole. The jets are at a Mach number of 0.9 and a Reynolds number of 105 and109

are initially highly disturbed. They impinge on a plate located at a distance L = 6r0 from the110

nozzle exit, where r0 is the jet radius. Three of the plates have a hole of diameters h = 2r0,111

3r0 and 4.4r0, whereas the fourth plate has no hole. The nozzle-to-plate distance is the same112

as that in the experiments of Umeda et al. (1988), in which the establishment of a feedback113

loop between the nozzle and the plate was observed. The hole diameters are chosen to study114

noise generation mechanisms for different interactions between the jet and the plate. Indeed,115

for h = 2r0 and 3r0, the jet impinges on the hole edges whereas for h = 4.4r0, it passes116

through the hole without being distorted. The first objective of this study is to investigate the117

influence of the hole and its size on the tone generation. For that purpose, the characteristics118

of the jet flow and acoustic fields will be detailed, and compared with those obtained for a119

free jet with the same exit conditions (Bogey (2018, 2021a)). In particular, pressure spectra120

will be computed in order to highlight the tonal frequencies. The contributions of the first two121

azimuthal modes will also be examined in order to identify the oscillation modes of the jets.122

The second aim of this work is to study the upstream part of the feedback loops establishing123

between the nozzle and the plate, which can be related, given previous works (Tam & Ahuja124

(1990); Gojon et al. (2016); Bogey & Gojon (2017)), to the free-stream upstream-travelling125

guided jet waves. The production of these waves at the plate, their upstream propagation, as126

well as their role in generating new instability waves in the jet mixing layers when hitting127

the nozzle lips, will be revealed by calculating two-dimensional space-time correlations and128

frequency-wavenumber spectra of the pressure fluctuations in the jet shear layers. Finally, the129

nature of the noise sources will be investigated by separating the sound components linked130

to the flow turbulence and those related to the forces exerted by the flow on the plate. To this131

end, Curle’s analogy will be employed to evaluate the contributions of the variations of the132

pressure on the plate to the pressure field.133

The paper is organized as follows. The jet parameters and numerical methods used in the134

LES are documented in section 2. In section 3, the results of the simulations are presented.135

In particular, vorticity and pressure snapshots, mean and turbulent flow fields and pressure136

spectra are shown. The properties of the tones emerging in the spectra are analyzed and137

compared with the results of aeroacoustic feedback models. Two dimensional space-time138

correlations and frequency-wavenumber spectra of the pressure fluctuations in the mixing139

layer are provided. An acoustic analogy is then used to study the nature of the noise sources.140

Finally, concluding remarks are given in section 4.141
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Figure 1: Nozzle-exit radial profiles of (a) mean axial velocity 〈uz〉 and (b) axial turbulence intensity
〈u′zu′z〉

1/2/u j : jetnohole, jetsmallhole, jetmediumhole, jetlargehole and - - - free jet.

2. Parameters142

2.1. Jet parameters143

The jets computed in this work have a Mach number M = u j/c0 of 0.9 and a Reynolds144

number ReD = u jD/ν of 105, where u j is the jet velocity, D is the nozzle diameter and ν is145

the air kinematic viscosity. They exhaust from a cylindrical nozzle of radius r0, at ambient146

temperature and pressure T0 = 293 K and p0 = 105 Pa. They impinge on a plate located at147

L = 6r0 downstream of the nozzle exit, with a width of e = 0.4r0. In one case, the plate148

has no hole whereas for three other ones it has a hole of diameter h = 2r0, 3r0, and 4.4r0.149

The four cases are referred to as jetnohole, jetsmallhole, jetmediumhole and jetlargehole150

respectively. The nozzle-to-plate distance, the plate width and the hole diameter h = 4.4r0151

are the same as in the experiments of Umeda et al. (1988). At the nozzle inlet, a Blasius152

laminar boundary-layer profile with a boundary-layer thickness of δ = 0.15r0 is imposed153

for the velocity. Vortical disturbances non-correlated in the azimuthal direction are added in154

the boundary layer at z = −r0 to create velocity fluctuations at the nozzle exit, following a155

procedure described in Bogey et al. (2011b). Their amplitude is the same as in the free jet156

at M = 0.9 in Bogey (2018, 2021a) to reach a peak turbulence intensity of 9% at the nozzle157

exit. The profiles of mean and root-mean-square axial velocities thus obtained at the nozzle158

exit are represented in figure 1. In figure 1(a), the mean velocity profiles are very similar for159

the four jets and are close to the Blasius laminar boundary-layer profile imposed at the inlet.160

As for the turbulent intensities in figure 1(b), they reach a peak of 9% for the four jets, as in161

the corresponding free jet.162

2.2. Numerical and computational parameters163

The numerical framework of this study is similar to that of recent simulations of free jets164

(Bogey (2021a)) and supersonic impinging jets (Gojon et al. (2016); Bogey & Gojon (2017)).165

The unsteady compressible Navier-Stokes equations are solved in cylindrical coordinates166

(r, θ, z) using an OpenMP based in-house solver. The time integration is performed using167

a six-stage Runge-Kutta algorithm (Berland et al. (2007)) and the spatial derivatives are168

evaluated with an eleven-point low-dissipation and low-dispersion finite-difference scheme169

(Bogey & Bailly (2004)). At the end of each time step, a selective filtering is applied in order to170

remove grid-to-grid oscillations (Berland et al. (2007)). This filter enables to dissipate kinetic171

turbulent energy near the grid cut-off frequency, as a subgrid-scale model (Bogey & Bailly172

2006; Fauconnier et al. 2013; Kremer & Bogey 2015). Solid and adiabatic wall conditions173

are imposed to the nozzle and plate walls. The radiation boundary conditions of Tam & Dong174

(1996) are implemented at the lateral and radial boundaries of the computational domain.175
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Nr Nθ Nz Nr × Nθ × Nz

jetnohole 559 1024 940 5.4 × 108

jetsmallhole, jetmediumhole, jetlargehole 559 1024 2430 1.4 × 109

Table 1: Mesh parameters: numbers of points Nr , Nθ and Nz in the radial, azimuthal and axial directions,
and total number of points.

In these zones, they are combined with sponge zones using grid stretching and Laplacian176

filtering to avoid significant numerical reflections (Bogey & Bailly (2002)). The singularity177

at r = 0 is treated by applying the method of Mohseni & Colonius (2000). The first point178

close to the axis is thus located at r = ∆r/2, where ∆r is the radial mesh size near the jet179

axis. The effective azimuthal resolution near the origin of the polar coordinates is reduced180

down to 2π/16 in order to increase the admissible time step of the simulation (Bogey et al.181

(2011a)).182

The mesh grids used for the four simulations contain between 540 millions and 1.4 billions183

of points, as reported in table 1. They extend out to r = 15r0 in the radial direction and down to184

z = 6r0 and z = 40r0 in the axial direction for the flat and perforated plates, respectively. The185

radial mesh spacing, represented in figure 2(a), is equal to ∆r = 0.014r0 on the jet centerline186

and decreases down to ∆r = 0.0036r0 at r = r0 in the shear layers. It then increases to187

reach a maximum value of ∆rmax = 0.075r0 for r > 6.2r0, which allows a Strouhal number188

St = f D/u j of 5.9 to be obtained for an acoustic wave with five points per wavelength.189

In the azimuthal direction, the grid is uniform and Nθ = 1024 points are used. The axial190

mesh spacing ∆z, presented in figure 2(b), is minimal and is equal to ∆z = 0.0072r0 at the191

nozzle exit. It increases and reaches ∆z = 0.012r0 between z = 2r0 and z = 4r0. Farther192

downstream, the axial mesh spacing is reduced down to ∆z = 0.0072r0 near the plate at193

z = 6r0, as at the nozzle exit. Downstream of the plate, it raises up to∆z = 0.05r0 at z = 40r0.194

The extremum values of the mesh spacings and the stretching rates in both axial and radial195

directions are the same as in the study of Bogey (2018), where a grid convergency study was196

performed for the free jet with the same ejection conditions. The simulation time after the197

transient period is equal to 500r0/u j for all jets. During the simulations, density, velocities198

and pressure along the jet axis at r = 0, along the lip line at r = r0, on the surface at r = 15r0,199

on the hole edges at r = h/2, and at z = −2r0, z = 0, on the faces of the plate at z = L and200

z = L + e, and at z = 40r0 are recorded at a sampling frequency corresponding to a Strouhal201

number of St = 12.8. Density, velocity components and pressure at the azimuthal angles202

θ = 0, 90, 180 and 270 degrees are also saved at a frequency twice smaller than for the signals203

at constant r and z. In addition, the azimuthal Fourier coefficients of the density, pressure204

and velocity fields are computed up to the mode nθ = 4 for 0 6 r 6 15r0 and 0 6 z 6 40r0.205

The spectra presented in the next sections are calculated from these recordings and they are206

averaged in the azimuthal direction, when possible.207

3. Results208

3.1. Snapshots209

Snapshots of the vorticity norm obtained down to z = 10r0 for the impinging jets and the210

free jet are represented in figure 3. Additional videos movie1 and movie2 are also provided211

for jetnohole and jetmediumhole, respectively. For all jets, the mixing layers are highly212

disturbed near the nozzle exit. Farther downstream, they thicken with the axial distance213

because of the development of large-scale vortical structures. For jetnohole, jetsmallhole and214
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Figure 2: Variations of (a) radial and (b) axial mesh spacings; positions of the upstream and downstream
faces of the plate.

Figure 3: Snapshots in the (z, r) plane of the vorticity norm for (a) jetnohole, (b) jetsmallhole,
(c) jetmediumhole, (d) jetlargehole and (e) the free jet. The color scales range from 0 up to 15u j/r0,
from white to red.

jetmediumhole, in figures 3(a-c), these structures impinge on the plate. A wall jet is then215

created, as the entire jet flow, or only a part of it, is diverted in the radial direction. For216

the perforated plates, indeed, a significant part of the jet flow passes through the hole. The217

flow fields near the impingement region are dominated by large distorted structures, which218

are particularly visible between z = 4r0 and z = 6r0. Downstream of the plate, coherent219

structures can also be seen in the flow. This is the case for instance around z = 8r0 in220

figure 3(c). For jetlargehole, in figure 3(d), the mixing layers do not appear significantly221

affected by the plate. On the contrary, their development in the axial direction seems very222

similar to that for the free jet in figure 3(e).223

Snapshots of the vorticity norm and of the pressure fluctuations obtained in a whole (z, r)224

section are given in figure 4. In figures 4(b-d), downstream of the plates with a hole, the225

shear layers develop down to the end of the potential cores, as for the free jet in figure 4(e).226

In the pressure fields, for jetnohole, jetsmallhole and jetmediumhole, strong acoustic waves227

are generated by the impingement of the jet turbulent structures on the plate. Periodically228

separated wave fronts are observed, indicating a tonal radiation upstream of the plate, but229

also downstream for jetsmallhole and jetmediumhole. The amplitudes of the waves are of the230

order of 0.01p0, which is much higher than the amplitude obtained in the pressure field of231

the free jet, typically of 0.001p0. In the upstream direction, the waves are slightly stronger232

for jetsmallhole than for jetmediumhole, but also, more surprisingly, for jetsmallhole than233
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Figure 4: Snapshots in the (z, r) plane of the vorticity norm in the flow and of the fluctuating pressure
outside for (a) jetnohole, (b) jetsmallhole, (c) jetmediumhole, (d) jetlargehole and (e) the free jet. The color
scales range from 0 up to 7u j/r0 for the vorticity norm, from white to red, and between (a-c) ±0.01p0,
(d) ±0.0025p0 and (e) ±0.001p0 for the pressure, from blue to red.

for jetnohole. Moreover, for jetsmallhole and jetmediumhole, the amplitude of the pressure234

waves appear to be stronger in the upstream region than in the radial direction, which is not235

the case for jetnohole. Therefore, the acoustic radiations are visibly more directive in the two236

first cases with a perforated plate than for the no-hole case. For jetlargehole, in figure 4(d),237

the acoustic waves show a less organized pattern. An acoustic radiation originating from238

the hole can however be detected upstream and downstream of the plate. A phase jump of239

the pressure waves is noted across the plate, producing an acoustic pattern similar to that240

emitted by installed jets (Nogueira et al. 2017). The sound radiation seems to be caused by241

the scattering of the jet aerodynamic pressure fluctuations by the hole edges. The pressure242

waves thus generated are 4 times weaker than those produced by the other impinging jets.243

Despite this, they are approximately twice as strong as the mixing-noise acoustic components244

radiated by the free jet in figure 4(e), namely low-frequency components in the downstream245

direction and high-frequency components for large radiation angles. For the latter jet, the246

sound radiation is very directive in the downstream direction, contrary to those of the jets247

impinging on a perforated plate.248

3.2. Flow field249

The mean density fields of the jets are represented in figure 5. In all cases, density is lowest250

in the shear layers. Furthermore, except for jetlargehole and the free jet, compression cells251

are visible inside the jets. For jetnohole, in figure 5(a), three compression cells are found.252

The first one is located near z = 2r0, and the second one is between z = 3r0 and z = 4r0.253

The third, and most intense one, corresponds to the impingement area, and extends from254

z = 4.5r0 down to the plate in the axial direction, and up to r = 1.8r0 on the plate in the255

radial direction. Similar compression cells have been found using Schlieren imaging in the256

experiments of Neuwerth (1974) for a jet at a Mach number of 0.9 impinging on a plate257
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Figure 5: Mean density fields in the (z, r) plane for (a) jetnohole, (b) jetsmallhole, (c) jetmediumhole,
(d) jetlargehole and (e) the free jet. The color scale ranges from 0.95ρ0 up to 1.05ρ0, from blue to red.

located 6 nozzle radii from the nozzle exit. For jetsmallhole, in figure 5(b), the mean density258

field displays three compression zones upstream of the impingement zone. Density in these259

zones is stronger than that for jetnohole, which causes a more pronounced radial expansion260

of the jet between z = 3r0 and z = 4.5r0. Density is highest near the hole in the impingement261

area, extending only between z = 5.7r0 and z = 6.4r0 and up to r = 1.4r0 in the radial262

direction in this case. Downstream of the plate, density in the potential core is constant and263

equal to the ambient density. The mean density field for jetmediumhole, in figure 5(c), looks264

like that of jetsmallhole. Density in the cells is however slightly lower, and the compression265

zone near the plate is smaller, and does not reach the hole edges in that case. Downstream of266

the plate, weak compression cells can be seen down to the end of the potential core. Finally,267

for jetlargehole, in figure 5(d), the mean density field resembles that of the free jet shown268

in figure 5(e). In particular, contrary to the other impinging jets, density in the jet potential269

core is close to the ambient density both upstream and downstream of the plate.270

The axial variations of the jet mass flow rate m, normalized by its value m0 = πr
2
0 ρ0u j271

at the nozzle exit, upstream of the plate are represented in figure 6(a). For jetnohole, the jet272

mass flow rate first increases, reaches m = 1.4m0 at z = 5.1r0, and then falls to zero on the273

plate. For jetsmallhole and jetmediumhole, it grows up to m = 1.38m0 at z = 5.1r0 in the first274

case and m = 1.39m0 at z = 5.5r0 in the second case, and then decreases down to non-zero275

values on the plate, due to the passing of a part of the jet flow through the hole. For these276

two jets, the mass flow rate is higher than that for jetnohole between z = 2r0 and z = 5r0.277

The hole in the plate therefore leads to a stronger entrainment of the fluid surrounding the278

jet. Finally, for jetlargehole and the free jet, the mass flow rates are very close and increases279

roughly linearly, in agreement with the experiments of Ricou & Spalding (1961). They are280

lower than those for the other jets.281

The mass flow rates of the wall jets for jetnohole, jetsmallhole and jetmediumhole are282

shown in figure 6(b). For jetnohole, the mass flow rate increases near the impingement area,283

reaches a value of 1.4m0 at r = 1.8r0, and then does not vary much down to r = 3r0.284

Farther from the axis, it grows nearly linearly, as the wall jet approaches self similarity. This285
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Figure 6: Variations of (a) the jet mass flow rate m in the axial direction and (b) the mass flow rate of the wall
jet mWJ in the radial direction for jetnohole, jetsmallhole, jetmediumhole, jetlargehole
and - - - the free jet (Bogey (2018)).

self-similarity is typical of wall jets, refer to the work of Poreh et al. (1967), Launder & Rodi286

(1983) or Van Hout et al. (2018), for instance. For jetsmallhole, the mass flow rate of the wall287

jet also grows continuously with the radial distance, but is lower than for jetnohole, which288

can be explained by the fact that, due to the hole in the plate, only a fraction of the jet flow289

is diverted in the wall jet. For jetmediumhole, the mass flow rate is still reduced compared290

with jetsmallhole, because of the larger hole diameter.291

The profiles of centerline mean axial velocity in the impinging jets between the nozzle292

and the plate are presented in figure 7(a). The centerline velocity decreases down to zero at293

z = 6r0 on the plate for jetnohole, but remains close to u j for the three other impinging jets.294

Small oscillations are however visible between z = 2r0 and z = 6r0 for jetsmallhole and295

jetmediumhole. They can be linked to the compression cells observed in the density fields in296

these cases. Such oscillations do not appear for jetlargehole.297

The variations of the jet shear-layer momentum thickness δθ are represented in figure 7(b).298

For jetlargehole, the shear-layer spreading is the same as for the free jet. The shear layers of the299

three other jets for which the mixing-layer turbulent structures impinge, fully or partially, on300

the plate, develop more rapidly. More precisely, they are thinner between z = 0 and z = 4.5r0,301

and much thicker for z > 4.5r0, for jetnohole than for the two other jets. The difference near302

the plate can be attributed to the stronger wall jet in the case with a non-perforated plate.303

The profiles of maximum radial velocity in the wall jets are plotted in figure 7(c). For304

jetnohole, the maximum velocity increases in the impingement region, where the jet flow305

is diverted into the radial direction, up to 0.87u j at r = 2r0. For r > 2r0, the wall jet306

then spreads cylindrically, causing a decrease of the velocity as r−1. For jetsmallhole and307

jetmediumhole, the velocities also first grow in the impingement zone and then decay farther308

from this zone. They are, however, lower as the hole diameter is larger, leading to peak values309

only of 0.48u j for jetsmallhole and 0.11u j for jetmediumhole.310

The rms values of axial velocity fluctuations estimated at r = r0 along the nozzle-lip line311

are displayed in figure 8(a) between z = 0 and z = 6r0. For the impinging jets, they are very312

similar to those in the free jet down to z = 2r0. For jetnohole, they fall down to zero on the313

plate. For jetsmallhole and jetmediumhole, they also decrease between z = 2r0 and z = 4r0,314

but increase farther downstream. Finally, for jetlargehole, they grow continuously and are315

slightly higher than those for the free jet.316

Finally, the maximum values of radial turbulence intensity in the wall jets are depicted in317

figure 8(b). For jetnohole, the turbulent intensity shows a local maximum at r = r0. It then318

increases up to 0.2u j at r = 4r0, and decreases farther from the jet axis. For jetsmallhole319

and jetmediumhole, the turbulent levels are lower, and reach maximum values of 0.15u j at320
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Figure 7: Variations of (a) mean axial velocity 〈uz〉/u j at r = 0, and (b) shear-layer momentum thickness
δθ/r0 in the axial direction and of (c) the maximum mean radial velocity 〈ur 〉 in the wall jet: jetnohole,

jetsmallhole, jetmediumhole, jetlargehole and - - - free jet (Bogey (2018)).
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Figure 8: Variations of (a) axial turbulence intensity 〈u′zu′z〉
1/2/u j at r = r0 and (b) maximal radial turbulence

intensity 〈u′ru′r 〉
1/2/u j in the wall jet: jetnohole, jetsmallhole, jetmediumhole, jetlargehole

and - - - free jet.

r = 2r0 and of 0.10u j on the hole edges at r = 1.5r0, respectively. The wall jets are therefore321

weaker in these two cases, as expected.322

The spectra of the radial velocity fluctuations computed near the nozzle lip, at r = r0 and323

z = 0.4r0, for the impinging and the free jets are represented in figure 9 as a function of324

the Strouhal number. The contributions of the two first azimuthal modes are also shown.325

For all jets, a broadband hump is observed for both modes around a Strouhal number326

of St = 1.7, which is close to the frequency Stθ = f δθ/u j = 0.016 predicted for the327

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability waves using linear stability analysis (Michalke 1984). For the328

impinging jets, in addition, tones also emerge in the spectra, at similar frequencies but with329

levels depending on the presence and diameter of a hole in the plate. The tones are strong330

for jetnohole, jetsmallhole and jetmediumhole, but much weaker for jetlargehole. In the first331

case, in figures 9(a-c), very intense tones are found for the axisymmetric mode at St = 0.41332

for jetnohole and St = 0.40 for the two other jets, and at their harmonic frequencies. A333

small peak also appears for nθ = 1 around St = 0.7. For both modes, the frequencies of334

the dominant tones are lower than those expected for the most-amplified Kelvin-Helmholtz335

instability waves. These results suggest that the tones are due to aeroacoustic feedback loops336

establishing between the nozzle and the plate, i.e. that the jet shear layers are forced by the337

acoustic waves propagating in the upstream direction closing the loops. These feedback loops338

and upstream-travelling waves will be investigated later. For jetlargehole, in figure 9(d), a339

peak can also be seen at St = 0.40 for nθ = 0. However, the peak has a much smaller340

amplitude than the dominant tones for the other impinging jets, and does not appear in the341

spectrum of the full velocity signal, indicating a weaker aeroacoustic resonance in this case.342
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Figure 9: Power spectral densities of radial velocity fluctuations u′r obtained at r = r0 and z = 0.4r0 for
(a) jetnohole, (b) jetsmallhole, (c) jetmediumhole, (d) jetlargehole and (e) the free jet; full signal,

nθ = 0 and nθ = 1, - - - Stθ = f δθ/u j = 0.016.

The spectra of radial velocity fluctuations computed farther downstream in the jet shear343

layer, at r = r0 and z = r0, 5r0, 7r0 and 12r0, are shown in figure 10. At z = r0 downstream of344

the nozzle, in figure 10(a), the spectra are very similar to those obtained at z = 0.4r0. Tones are345

found at St ≃ 0.40 and harmonic frequencies for jetnohole, jetsmallhole and jetmediumhole,346

but not for jetlargehole. At z = 5r0, just upstream of the plate, in figure 10(b), tones appear347

in the spectra, only for the first three impinging jets as previously. Compared with the tones348

at z = r0, they have the same frequencies, but they emerge more sharply. Downstream of349

the plate, in figures 10(c,d), peaks are still found in the velocity spectra for jetsmallhole and350

jetmediumhole, but not for jetlargehole. Close to the plate, at z = 7r0, in figure 10(c), tones351

emerge strongly at St = 0.4 and St = 0.8 for jetsmallhole and at St = 0.4 for jetmediumhole352

whereas farther downstream, at z = 12r0, in figure 10(d), only a weak tone is observed at353

St = 0.4 for these two jets. Therefore, the presence of aeroacoustic feedback loops upstream354

of the plate affects the jet flow development downstream of the plate. This is particularly the355

case in the vicinity of the plate, which explains the formation of large coherent structures in356

this region in the vorticity fields of figure 3(b,c).357

3.3. Pressure field358

3.3.1. Overall Sound Pressure Levels359

The isocontours of the overall sound pressure levels obtained in the (z, r) section for the360

five jets are represented in figure 11(a-e). Upstream of the plate, for all impinging jets,361

the isolines form a lobe oriented in the upstream direction and enclosing the plate center,362

suggesting a link with the sound waves created in the impingement area. For jetnohole, in363

figure 11(a), a second lobe can be seen close to the plate. It extends in the radial direction364

and may be due to noise components radiated in the wall jet, which is most developed for365

this jet. Downstream of the plate, for jetsmallhole and jetmediumhole, in figures 11(b,c),366

the isolines appear as a lobe centered on the hole, highlighting an acoustic radiation from367

this region. For jetlargehole, in figure 11(d), their shape is different than that for the two368
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Figure 10: Power spectral densities of radial velocity fluctuations u′r obtained at r = r0 and (a) z = r0,
(b) z = 5r0, (c) z = 7r0 and (d) z = 12r0 for jetnohole, jetsmallhole, jetmediumhole,

jetlargehole and - - - the free jet.

Figure 11: Overall sound pressure levels (OASPL) in the (z, r) plane for (a) jetnohole, (b) jetsmallhole,
(c) jetmediumhole, (d) jetlargehole and (e) the free jet. The levels are separated by increments of 3 dB.

previous jets and they look like the isocontours obtained for the free jet in figure 11(e). Jet369

mixing noise components therefore seem to be most significant downstream. Concerning the370

acoustic levels, upstream of the plate, they are overall highest for jetnohole and they decrease371

as the hole is larger. Downstream of the plate, a similar trend is noticed, with highest levels372

for the smallest hole and lowest levels for the free jet.373
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Figure 12: Sound pressure levels (SPL) at (a) z = 0 and r = 1.5r0 and (b) z = 12r0 and r = 15r0 as a function
of the Strouhal number St = f D/u j ; jetnohole, jetsmallhole, jetmediumhole, jetlargehole
and - - - free jet.

3.3.2. Pressure spectra374

The pressure spectra obtained for the four impinging jets near the nozzle and downstream375

of the plate, when possible, are plotted in figure 12 as a function of the Strouhal number,376

together with the spectra for the free jet.377

Near the nozzle, at z = 0 and r = 1.5r0, in figure 12(a), several intense tones emerge378

for jetnohole, jetsmallhole and jetmediumhole at very similar frequencies regardless of the379

presence of a hole in the plate and its size. The dominant tone is located at a Strouhal number380

of St = 0.41 for jetnohole, and of St = 0.40 for jetsmallhole and jetmediumhole. In the three381

cases, it is 25 to 30 dB greater than the broadband noise level. Secondary tones, not harmonics382

of the dominant tones, appear at St = 0.69 for jetnohole, St = 0.64 for jetsmallhole and383

St = 0.60 for jetmediumhole. For jetlargehole, a tonal peak is also found at the Strouhal384

number of 0.40. However, the acoustic levels are much weaker than for the other impinging385

jets, and are reduced by 20 to 55 dB compared with jetnohole. They are even close to the386

levels estimated for the free jet for Strouhal numbers higher than 0.7, and only 10 to 15 dB387

higher for lower frequencies. Tonal peaks can also be noted in the spectra for the free jet, at388

frequencies comparable to those of the tones for the impinging jets, namely St = 0.41, 0.70,389

1.0, 1.30 and 1.63 (Bogey (2021a)).390

For the impinging jets, the tones can be assumed to be generated by feedback mechanisms391

between the nozzle and the plate (Powell (1953)), consisting of two steps. During the first step,392

coherent structures are convected in the shear layer to the plate, where their impingement393

produces acoustic waves. During the second step, these waves propagate upstream to the394

nozzle, where they excite the shear layer instability waves, creating new coherent structures395

and closing the feedback loop. A model was proposed by Ho & Nosseir (1981) to predict the396

frequencies of such a loop. It was built by considering the feedback period as the sum of two397

characteristic times. The first one is the time of convection of the flow structures from the398

nozzle to the plate and the second one is the time of propagation of the acoustic waves in the399

upstream direction at the ambient speed of sound c0. The feedback frequency f can thus be400

predicted by401

f =
Nuc

L(1 + Mc)
(3.1)402

where N is an integer, uc is the mean convection velocity and Mc = uc/c0 is the convection403

Mach number. The integer N represents the order of the feedback mode and corresponds404

to the number of coherent structures between the nozzle and the plate. The velocity uc ,405

computed for all the jets in this study, is close to the classical approximation of (2/3) × u j .406

The feedback frequencies given by the model for N = 3 and N = 5 using this value for the407
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convection velocity are equal to St = 0.42 and 0.69, respectively. The first value is in good408

agreement with the Strouhal numbers of 0.40 and 0.41 of the dominant tones emerging in the409

spectra. The second frequency value is close or equal to the Strouhal numbers of the tones at410

St = 0.60, 0.64 and 0.69 in the spectra of jetnohole, jetsmallhole and jetmediumhole. These411

results support the establishment of feedback loops at the tone frequencies. For the free jet,412

the tonal peaks in the spectra are due to the presence of guided jet waves, as documented413

by Towne et al. (2017) and Schmidt et al. (2017) and discussed very recently by Bogey414

(2021a). These waves will be examined in section 3.4.2. Interestingly, the feedback tones415

for the impinging jets and the peaks for the free jets emerge at very similar frequencies.416

The feedback frequencies therefore appear to be mainly determined by the properties of the417

upstream-propagating guided jet waves. Regarding the tones intensities, the feedback loops418

produce strong tones for hole diameters h 6 3r0 and much weaker tones for h = 4.4r0, when419

the flow structures do not impinge on a solid surface.420

The pressure spectra computed at z = 12r0 and r = 15r0 downstream of the plate421

are represented in figure 12(b). For jetsmallhole and jetmediumhole, intense tones emerge422

at St = 0.40 and harmonic frequencies, corresponding to the tone frequencies obtained423

upstream of the plate. For jetlargehole, no tones are found, but a hump emerging by about424

10 dB of the broadband noise is observed for St 6 0.7. This low-frequency hump resembles425

that noticed for installed jets by Lawrence et al. (2011), supporting the idea that the scattering426

of the jet pressure by the plate strongly contributes to the noise radiated by jetlargehole.427

Regarding the sound levels, they are reduced by 5 to 30 dB with respect to the previous428

impinging jets. Compared with those for the free jet, they are 10 dB stronger for St 6 0.7429

and similar for St > 0.7.430

For the four impinging jets, the contributions of the first two azimuthal modes to the431

pressure spectra at z = 0 and r = 1.5r0 are represented in figure 13 as a function of432

the Strouhal number. They are compared with the results obtained for the free jet, plotted433

in dashed lines. In figure 13(a), for jetnohole, the tones at St = 0.41, 0.82 and 1.20 are434

related to the axisymmetric mode, whereas the tone at St = 0.68 is associated with the first435

helical mode. This result is in agreement with the experimental work of Panickar & Raman436

(2007), revealing the coexistence of an axisymmetric mode and an helical instability mode437

for impinging jets at a Mach number higher than 0.89. The peaks at St = 0.41 and St = 0.70438

for the free jet are also linked to the modes nθ = 0 and nθ = 1, respectively, as for jetnohole.439

Therefore, the impingement of the jet on the plate does not change the azimuthal structure440

of the jet flow oscillations at a given frequency. In figures 13(b) and 13(c), the spectra for441

jetsmallhole and jetmediumhole are very similar to those for jetnohole in figure 13(a). The442

dominant tones at St = 0.40 and higher harmonics emerge for nθ = 0 whereas the tones at443

St = 0.65 for jetsmallhole and St = 0.60 for jetmediumhole occur for nθ = 1. Thus, the444

hole in the plate does not affect the axisymmetric or helical nature of the tones. Finally, for445

jetlargehole, in figure 13(d), the tonal peak around St = 0.40 emerges for nθ = 0, as for the446

other jets.447

The Strouhal numbers of the tones emerging at z = 0 and r = 1.5r0 for nθ = 0 and 1 are448

represented in figure 14 as a function of the hole diameter h/r0, with h/r0 = ∞ corresponding449

to the free jet case. The frequencies predicted for aeroacoustic feedback loops by the model450

of Ho & Nosseir (1981) are also drawn using grey lines. For all impinging jets, four tones451

are found at similar Strouhal numbers, namely St = 0.40 and 1.20 for nθ = 0 in figure 14(a)452

and around St = 0.7 and 1.3 for nθ = 1 in figure 14(b), near the lines obtained using N = 3,453

5, 7 and 9 in the feedback loop model. The tonal frequencies for nθ = 0 do not vary with454

the hole diameter, whereas those for nθ = 1 change slightly, for unclear reasons. It can455

be noted that for the free jet, the near-nozzle peaks, attributed to the upstream-propagating456

guided jet modes (Towne et al. (2017); Brès et al. (2018); Bogey (2021a)), also appear at the457
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Figure 13: Sound pressure levels (SPL) at z = 0 and r = 1.5r0 for (a) jetnohole, (b) jetsmallhole,
(c) jetmediumhole and (d) jetlargehole for the azimuthal modes nθ = 0 and nθ = 1; SPL for
- - - nθ = 0 and - - - nθ = 1 for the free jet.
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Figure 14: Strouhal numbers of the tones as a function of the hole diameter for (a) nθ = 0 and (b) nθ = 1,
frequencies obtained from equation (3.1) for increasing values of N .

four frequencies mentioned above. These results further support a link between the feedback458

loops and these modes. Finally, for nθ = 0, additional tones are observed, namely two tones459

at St = 0.80 and 1.20 for h 6 3r0, which are the harmonics of the first tone at St = 0.40 and460

a tone at St = 0.60 for h = 4.4r0.461

The levels of the dominant tones at z = 0 are represented in figure 15 as a function of the462

hole diameter for the modes nθ = 0 and nθ = 1. Two radial positions, r = 1.5r0 and 15r0,463

are considered, and only the tones emerging by more than 3 dB from the broadband levels464

are displayed. For nθ = 0 in figure 15(a), near the nozzle, the level of the dominant tone465

is strong for h 6 3r0, reaching a peak of 180 dB for h = 2r0. The amplitudes of the tone466

for jetsmallhole and jetmediumhole are slightly higher than for jetnohole. For h = 4.4r0,467

the tone level is drastically reduced by about 40 dB. This can be explained by the fact that468

for h 6 3r0 the upstream sound waves are created by the impingement of the jet turbulent469

structures on the plate, whereas for h = 4.4r0, they are produced by the scattering of the jet470

pressure fluctuations by the plate. In the latter case, the tone level is still 15 dB higher than471
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Figure 15: Dominant tone levels at z = 0 and ◦ r = 1.5r0 and △ r = 15r0 as a function of the hole diameter
for (a) nθ = 0 and (b) nθ = 1.

that for the free jet. Farther away from the jet axis, at r = 15r0, the tone levels are highest for472

jetnohole and decrease monotonously with the hole diameter, contrary to the levels of the473

near-nozzle tones. This is expected given the different directivities of the jets highlighted in474

figure 4. For nθ = 1, in figure 15(b), the level of the dominant near-nozzle tone also decreases475

continously with the hole diameter. It is reduced by 5 dB between h = 0 and 1.5r0, then by476

15 dB for h = 4.4r0, tending towards the level for the free jet.477

3.4. Investigation of the feedback loop478

3.4.1. Visualisation of the feedback loop479

In order to visualise the feedback loop, two-dimensional spatial correlations of the jet pressure480

fields are computed in a section (z, r). The pressure fluctuations p′ at a reference point (z1, r1)481

at time t are correlated with the fluctuations of pressure in the section (z, r) at time t + δt,482

defining the dimensionless coefficient R483

R (r, z, δt) =
〈p′(r1, z1, t)p′(r, z, t + δt)〉

〈p′2(r1, z1, t)〉1/2〈p′2(r, z, t)〉1/2
(3.2)484

where δt is the time delay between the signals and 〈.〉 denotes time averaging. In this way,485

the structures and time variations of the waves correlated with the pressure fluctuations at486

the reference point are extracted. This method has notably been used to investigate noise487

generation in free jets at a Mach number of 0.9 in a recent work (Bogey (2019)).488

In the present study, due to the presence of tones emerging by more than 20 dB in the489

sound spectra, mainly associated with the mode nθ = 0, the pressure signals are strongly490

correlated. Therefore, links between the pressure at a reference point and flow structures491

can not be clearly evidenced by computing correlations from the full signals or from the492

axisymmetric mode. However, the tones are much less emerging for the mode nθ = 1.493

Correlations calculated for this mode are consequently shown in what follows.494

The coefficients R are first evaluated for nθ = 1 for the four impinging jets for a495

reference point placed near the jet nozzle at z1 = 0 and r1 = 1.5r0, in order to specifically496

examine the characteristics of the upstream acoustic radiation. Similar results are obtained for497

jetnohole, jetsmallhole and jetmediumhole. The correlations for the latter jet are represented498

in figure 16, for time delays δt varying from −15r0/u j to 6r0/u j . They can also be seen in499

the supplementary video movie3. For δt = −15r0/u j and −12r0/u j , in figures 16(a,b), the500

correlation levels are highest around the shear layers of the jet, at z ≃ 2.5r0 at δt = −15r0/u j501

and z ≃ 4r0 at δt = −12r0/u j . They are linked to flow coherent structures convected in the502

jet flow direction, which constitute the downstream part of the feedback mechanism. For503

δt = −9r0/u j and −6r0/u j , in figures 16(c,d), the correlation levels increase and they are504

strongest near the hole, as the flow structures impinge on the hole edges. For δt = −3r0/u j , in505
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Figure 16: Correlations R of p′(r = 1.5r0, z = 0, t) with p′(r, z, t + δt) for nθ = 1 for (a) δt = −15r0/u j ,
(b) δt = −12r0/u j , (c) δt = −9r0/u j , (d) δt = −6r0/u j , (e) δt = −3r0/u j , (f) δt = 0, (g) δt = 3r0/u j

and (h) δt = 6r0/u j for jetmediumhole; circle centered on (z = L, r = 1.5r0). The color scale ranges
between ±1, from blue to red.

figure 16(e), the correlation levels are greater than 0.5, which is significantly higher than the506

levels for the previous time delays. A curved region of strong positive correlations, in red, is507

aligned with a circle centered on the hole edge, at z = L and r = 1.5r0. It can be related to an508

acoustic wave produced by the jet impingement on the plate, which forms the upstream part509

of the feedback loop. The correlations are significant outside but also inside of the jet. The510

propagation of an upstream wave travelling at the ambient sound velocity in the jet column511

is thus highlighted, as noticed for supersonic impinging jets by Bogey & Gojon (2017). This512

wave is related to the guided jet waves studied later in section 3.4.2. For δt = 0, in figure513

16(f), the correlation level is equal to 1 at the point (z1, r1), as expected. Moreover, as for514

the previous time delay, the acoustic wavefront has a circular shape, and the correlations are515

strong both in the jet flow and near pressure fields. For later time delays δt = 3r0/u j and516

6r0/u j , in figures 16(g,h), the correlation levels are lower than 0.2, except for two regions.517

The first one is due to the upstream propagation of the acoustic waves. The second one is518

found around the shear layers at z = r0 for δt = 3r0/u j and at z = 3r0 for δt = 6r0/u j ,519

revealing the generation and convection of a new coherent structure in the flow, and thus the520

downstream part of a new feedback cycle.521

The correlations R obtained for jetlargehole are displayed in figure 17 and in the additional522

video movie4 for time delays δt varying from −15r0/u j to 6r0/u j . For δt = −15r0/u j , in523

figure 17(a), the correlations are weak, with levels lower than 0.3. They are stronger for524

δt = −12r0/u j , in figure 17(b), exhibiting a wavepacket structure with four lobes around525

the shear layer at z ≃ 3r0. Later, the wavepacket structure is convected down to the526

plate, as in figure 17(c) for δt = −9r0/u j for instance. It is then scattered by the hole527

edges for δt = −9r0/u j and −6r0/u j , in figures 17(c,d). The scattering of the aerodynamic528

pressure fluctuations generates acoustic waves, causing high correlation levels upstream and529

downstream of the plate for δt = −3r0/u j , aligned with a circle centered on the hole edge530

in figure 17(e). Upstream, in particular, the waves propagate up to the reference point in531

figure 17(f). As for jetmediumhole, non-negligible correlation levels are also found inside532

the jet, indicating the propagation of an upstream wave at the sound speed in the jet potential533

core. This wave belongs to the guided jet modes described in section 3.4.2. Afterward, the534

correlation levels finally decrease. Spots of significant correlations are nevertheless found535
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Figure 17: Correlations R of p′(r = 1.5r0, z = 0, t) with p′(r, z, t + δt) for nθ = 1 for (a) δt = −15r0/u j ,
(b) δt = −12r0/u j , (c) δt = −9r0/u j , (d) δt = −6r0/u j , (e) δt = −3r0/u j , (f) δt = 0, (g) δt = 3r0/u j and
(h) δt = 6r0/u j for jetlargehole, circle centered on (z = L, r = 2.2r0) The color scale ranges between
±1, from blue to red.

near the shear layers at z ≃ r0 for δt = 3r0/u j in figure 17(g) and z ≃ 4r0 for δt = 6r0/u j536

in figure 17(h). They can be attributed to a flow coherent structure convected downstream,537

initiating a new feedback cycle, as mentioned above for jetmediumhole.538

Two-dimensional spatial correlations are also computed for nθ = 1 for a reference point539

located at z = 2L and r = 15r0 to shed light on the sound generation downstream of the plate.540

The results obtained for jetmediumhole and jetlargehole are represented in figures 18 and 19,541

respectively, for the time delays δt = −15r0/u j , −10r0/u j and −5r0/u j . For δt = −15r0/u j ,542

weak correlations are found for jetmediumhole near the hole in figure 18(a). The correlations543

for jetlargehole in figure19(a) are stronger and reveal a wavepacket structure just outside of544

the jet shear layers upstream of the plate. Later, for δt = −10r0/u j and then for δt = −5r0/u j ,545

curved regions of correlation levels higher than 0.6 and centered on the hole edge are observed546

for both jets in figures 18(b,c) and 19(b,c). Therefore, the sound waves radiated downstream547

of the plate are related to phenomena occurring close to the hole edge. These phenomena548

can be of different nature depending on the hole diameter and consist of the interactions of549

the hole edge with the vortical structures passing through the hole for jetmediumhole and550

with the jet aerodynamic pressure waves, surrounding the flow structures, for jetlargehole.551

3.4.2. Guided jet modes552

In order to discuss the nature of the upstream-travelling waves closing the feedback loops in553

the impinging jets, frequency-wavenumber spectra have been computed as recently in Bogey554

(2021a). They are calculated from the pressure fluctuations in the jet shear layer at r = r0555

between z = 0 and z = 4r0 for jetnohole and jetsmallhole and between z = 0 and z = 10r0556

for the other jets for the two first azimuthal modes nθ = 0 and 1. The spectra obtained for557

jetmediumhole, jetlargehole and the free jet are represented in figure 20 as a function of k and558

St, for negative wavenumbers. The results for jetnohole and jetsmallhole are not shown but559

they look like those for jetmediumhole. The dispersion curves of the guided jet waves given560

by a vortex-sheet model (Tam & Ahuja (1990)) are also displayed using red lines. Finally,561

the tone frequencies emerging in the LES pressure spectra in section 3.3.2 are indicated by562

red triangles placed at k = 0.563
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Figure 18: Correlations R of p′(r = 15r0, z = 12r0, t) with p′(r, z, t + δt) for nθ = 1 for (a) δt = −15r0/u j ,
(b) δt = −10r0/u j and (c) δt = −5r0/u j for jetmediumhole; circle centered on (z = L, r = 1.5r0). The
color scale ranges between ±1, from blue to red.

Figure 19: Correlations R of p′(r = 15r0, z = 12r0, t) with p′(r, z, t + δt) for nθ = 1 for (a) δt = −15r0/u j ,
(b) δt = −10r0/u j and (c) δt = −5r0/u j for jetlargehole; circle centered on (z = L, r = 2.2r0). The
color scale ranges between ±1, from blue to red.

The dispersion curves start on the sonic line k = −ω/c0. Farther from this line, as the564

wavenumber increases, in absolute value, the frequency of the waves increases up to a local565

maximum, then it is reduced down to a local minimum and finally increases again. Three kinds566

of waves can be defined depending on their positions on the dispersion curves, as proposed by567

Towne et al. (2017). The waves between the sonic line and the local maximum have a negative568

group velocity vg = dω/dk and a support outside the jet. They can be referred to as upstream-569

travelling free-stream waves. In the other cases, the waves are entirely confined in the jet.570

They propagate downstream for the waves between the two local extremum frequencies on571

the curves and upstream otherwise. They will be denominated as downstream- and upstream-572

propagating duct-like waves, respectively. For jetmediumhole, in figures 20(a,d), lines of high573

energy extending over the whole range of wavenumbers are found at the Strouhal numbers of574

the tones in the LES sound spectra. Except for the tone at St = 1.20 for nθ = 0, they intersect575

the dispersion curves of the guided jet waves predicted by the vortex-sheet model, in regions576

where the waves are the upstream-travelling free-stream ones. Therefore, these waves are577

likely to close the feedback loops generating the tones. As for the tone at St = 1.20, it can be578

expected to result from nonlinear effects between the two tones at St = 0.40 and St = 0.80.579

For jetlargehole, in figures 20(b,e), no lines are visible at the Strouhal numbers of the tones,580

contrary to jetmediumhole, which is most probably due to the quite weak tones in this case581

where the hole diameter is the largest. Curved bands are however clearly observed near the582

dispersion curves of the guided jet waves for the vortex-sheet model. They are very similar583
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Figure 20: Frequency-wavenumber spectra of the pressure fluctuations at r = r0 for (a,d) jetmediumhole,
(b,e) jetlargehole and (c,f) the free jet for (top) nθ = 0 and (bottom) nθ = 1; dispersion curves and
* lower limits of the guided jet modes for a vortex-sheet model, ◭ LES tone frequencies and - - - k = −ω/c0.
The greyscale levels spread over 25 dB.

to those found for the free jet in figures 20(c,f). On these bands, the intensity is high near584

the line k = −ω/c0, decreases farther from it and is negligible for low wavenumbers. These585

variations of the intensity can be explained by the fact that the guided jet waves close to the586

line k = −ω/c0 are free-stream waves, whereas those far from the line are duct-like waves587

(Tam & Ahuja 1990; Towne et al. 2017). Concerning the LES tones, their frequencies lie588

in the frequency bands of the free-stream upstream-propagating modes, highlighting again589

the role of these waves in the feedback loops. Moreover, as seen previously in figure 14, the590

tone frequencies do not vary much with the hole diameter. Despite different noise generation591

mechanisms, namely the scattering of the jet pressure for jetlargehole and vortical structures592

impinging on the plate for the other jets, they seem to be mainly determined by the frequency593

of the free-stream upstream-propagating guided jet waves. The tone frequencies are also close594

to those produced by jet-flap interactions at the same Mach number (Jordan et al. 2018),595

supporting again the idea that they are weakly influenced by the nature of the interactions596

between the jet and the plate.597

To visualise both the downstream and the upstream parts of the feedback loops, the598

frequency-wavenumber spectrum obtained for the tonal case jetmediumhole for nθ = 0 is599

presented in figure 21 for negative but also positive wavenumbers. The lines found at the tone600

frequencies for k 6 0 extend for k > 0. In the latter region, the strongest levels are close601

to the line k = ω/uc with uc = (2/3) × u j . Therefore, the downstream component of the602

feedback loops consists of flow structures convected in the jet mixing layers at the velocity603

uc , as expected. These structures develop at the tone frequencies, due to the forcing of the604

shear layers near the nozzle lips at these frequencies, evidenced in the velocity spectra of605

figure 9.606

3.5. Noise source investigation using Curle’s analogy607

3.5.1. Curle’s analogy608

The noise radiated by flows interacting with rigid bodies can be investigated using acoustic609

analogies. In particular, an analogy, in which the noise generated by such flows consists of610
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Figure 21: Frequency-wavenumber spectrum of the pressure fluctuations at r = r0 for jetmediumhole for
nθ = 0; dispersion curves and * lower limits of the guided jet modes for a vortex-sheet model, ◭ LES
tone frequencies, - - - k = −ω/c0 and - - - k = ω/uc . The greyscale levels spread over 25 dB.

two components, was proposed by Curle (1955). The first component is the aerodynamic611

noise produced by the flow turbulence, whereas the second one, dominant at low Mach612

numbers, is related to the forces exerted on the solid bodies. This type of analogy allows the613

separation between the direct sound field, linked to the first component, and the reflected614

and scattered ones, associated with the second component. It has been applied to various615

flows. It has allowed, for example, Gloerfelt et al. (2003) to investigate the noise generated616

by a cavity flow at a Mach number of 0.7 and Gloerfelt et al. (2005) to study the sound617

radiated by the flow around a cylinder at a Mach number of 0.12. In the first work, the authors618

showed that the pressure far-field predicted by the analogy is close to that obtained by a DNS619

computation. In an older study, Curle’s analogy was employed by Preisser (1979) to correlate620

the far-field noise with the pressure on the plate for subsonic impinging jets.621

For the present impinging jets, the term of Curle’s analogy associated with the variations622

of pressure on the solid surfaces is considered to evaluate the acoustic field upstream and623

downstream of the plate. The amplitude of the pressure fluctuations due to this contribution624

is given by625

p′(x, t) =
1

4π

∂

∂xi

∫

S

1

R
Pi

(

y, t −
R

c0

)

dS(y) (3.3)626

where R = |x − y| is the distance between a source on the plate and the observer and627

Pi = (pδi j − τi j )l j is the force per unit area exerted on the fluid by the plate in the direction628

xi , with τi j the viscous stress tensor and l j the coordinates of the outward normal from the629

fluid. Here, the pressure normal to the plate is assumed to be dominant compared with the630

shear stresses, as in the work of Preisser (1979). Under this assumption and by considering631

that the observer is in the acoustic far field, the equation (3.3) can be simplified as632

p′(x, t) =
1

4πc0

∂

∂t

∫

S

xi − yi

R2
p

(

y, t −
R

c0

)

lidS(y) (3.4)633

where the time derivative is evaluated using fourth-order centered finite differences. Equa-634

tion (3.4) will be used to estimate the fluctuations of pressure both upstream and downstream635

of the plate. It may be noted that these fluctuations can also be evaluated using an analytical636

Green’s function designed for a perforated plate, such as in the work of Howe (1979). This637

approach has not been carried out in the present work.638

To examine the source terms in equation (3.4), the pressure spectra obtained on the plate639

at z = L and r = 3r0 are displayed in figure 22 for the four impinging jets. The levels are640
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Figure 22: Pressure spectra on the plate at z = L and r = 3r0 for jetnohole, jetsmallhole,
jetmediumhole and jetlargehole.

highest for jetnohole and they decrease with the hole diameter. For jetnohole, jetsmallhole641

and jetmediumhole, tones are found at a Strouhal number of 0.4 and its harmonic frequencies,642

while for jetlargehole, a hump emerging by about 15 dB from the broadband levels is observed643

for frequencies lower than St = 0.7. In all cases, the spectra look like those near the nozzle in644

figure 12, suggesting that the spectral content of the sound waves computed using the analogy645

will be similar to that of the LES sound fields. The resemblance between the pressure spectra646

on the plate and those in the acoustic field has also been noted for supersonic impinging jets647

in the numerical study of Gojon & Bogey (2018).648

3.5.2. Acoustic field upstream of the plate649

The pressure fields obtained upstream of the plate using equation (3.4) for the four impinging650

jets are represented in figures 23(a-d). For all jets, periodic waves originating from the plate651

are observed. They look like the acoustic waves propagating in the LES pressure fields, given652

in figures 23(e-h), as expected. In the two cases, for r > 5r0, the levels of fluctuating pressure653

are close and the wavefronts are located at similar positions. In particular, the sound waves654

radiated in the radial direction are well reproduced using the analogy for jetsmallhole and655

jetmediumhole, in figures 23(b,f) and 23(c,g). Therefore, the surfacic term of Curle’s analogy656

is able to predict an acoustic radiation consistent with the LES results, verifying the validity657

of the analogy for the present study. Close to the jet flow, for r 6 5r0, some discrepancies,658

such as a phase shift, can be seen between the pressure waves obtained from the analogy and659

the LES. However, the comparison between the two pressure fields is not fully relevant here660

due to the fact that equation (3.4) is reliable only in the far field.661

The acoustic spectra computed near the nozzle at z = 0 and r = 1.5r0 using equation (3.4)662

are compared with the LES spectra in figure 24. For the four impinging jets, a good agreement663

is found. In particular, the effects of the hole and its size are well reproduced. For jetnohole,664

jetsmallhole and jetmediumhole, in figures 24(a-c), the spectra obtained from the analogy and665

the LES exhibit tones at the same frequencies, including the dominant tone at St = 0.40−0.41666

and its harmonics, unsurprisingly given the frequency contents of the pressure spectra on667

the plate. However, the tone levels do not match perfectly. For instance, the dominant tones668

are 4 to 10 dB stronger in the LES than using the acoustic analogy. These discrepancies669

may be related to the noise radiation of aerodynamic phenomena such as the distortion of670

the vortical structures near the plate, not taken into account using the analogy. As for the671

broadband levels obtained using the analogy, for jetsmallhole and jetmediumhole, they are672

similar to those of the LES, with less than 3 dB of differences. For jetnohole, they are close673

to the LES levels for St > 1, but they are about 5 dB lower for St < 1. This result suggests674

that in this case, the contribution of the pressure fluctuations on the plate to the broadband675

noise is dominant at high frequencies.676
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Figure 23: Pressure fields obtained upstream of the plate (top) using equation (3.4) and (bottom) from LES
for (a,e) jetnohole, (b,f) jetsmallhole, (c,g) jetmediumhole and (d,h) jetlargehole. The color scales range
between (a,b,c,e,f,g) ±0.01p0, and (d,h) ±0.0025p0, from blue to red.

For jetlargehole, in figure 24(d), the spectra from the analogy and the LES exhibit peaks677

at St = 0.40 with comparable amplitude. Around the peaks, for St < 0.8, the levels obtained678

using the analogy are close to those of the LES with discrepancies lower than 3 dB, implying679

that the scattering of the jet aerodynamic pressure by the perforated plate is the main noise680

source. For St > 0.8, the levels are about 15 dB lower using the analogy than in the LES,681

suggesting that the high-frequency noise components are related to the flow turbulence. It682

can also be noted that the LES spectrum contains weak peaks for 0.8 6 St 6 3 due to the683

presence of upstream-travelling guided jet waves (Towne et al. (2017), Bogey (2021a)), as684

mentioned previously in section 3.3.2. Naturally, these peaks are missing in the spectrum685

determined using Curle’s analogy.686

As mentioned in section 3.5.1, the reflected and scattered sound fields are related to the687

surfacic term of Curle’s analogy, whereas the direct sound field consists of the jet mixing688

noise and of sound components linked to the flow distortion near the plate. With the aim689

of evaluating more precisely these two contributions to the pressure field, the sound levels690

estimated at z = 0 using Curle’s analogy for jetsmallhole and jetlargehole are shown in691

figure 25, together with the levels obtained by the LES and for the free jet. The results692

for jetnohole and jetmediumhole, similar to those for jetsmallhole, are not represented for693

brevity. In all cases, the sound levels from the analogy and the LES decrease with the radial694

distance. For jetsmallhole, in figure 25(a), close to the nozzle, the results from the LES and the695

analogy exhibit discrepancies. Compared with the levels in the LES, for r 6 3r0, the levels696

predicted by the analogy are lower, with differences up to 9 dB, whereas for 3r0 6 r 6 8r0,697

they are higher, with a maximum discrepancy of 4 dB. These differences may be due to the698

neglection of the aerodynamic noise sources in the analogy, especially those related to the699

impact of the jet mixing layers on the plate. Farther from the axis, for r > 8r0, the levels700

given by the analogy are close to those from the LES, with less than 2 dB of differences. The701
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Figure 24: Sound pressure levels obtained at z = 0 and r = 1.5r0 from LES and using equation (3.4),
for (a) jetnohole, (b) jetsmallhole, (c) jetmediumhole and (d) jetlargehole, as a function of the Strouhal
number.
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Figure 25: Overall sound pressure levels obtained at z = 0 from LES and using equation (3.4), for
(a) jetsmallhole and (b) jetlargehole, - - - levels for jetfree.

present results highlight a significant contribution of the fluctuations of pressure on the plate702

to the noise radiated upstream. For jetlargehole, in figure 25(b), the levels obtained using the703

analogy are similar to those from the LES, showing less than 3 dB of differences. This good704

agreement suggests that the upstream-propagating sound waves are mainly produced by the705

scattering of the jet pressure fluctuations by the plate.706

3.5.3. Acoustic field downstream of the plate707

The pressure fields obtained downstream of the plate using Curle’s analogy for the three708

jets impinging on a perforated plate are represented in figures 26(a-c). In all cases, periodic709

and almost circular pressure waves are found to originate from the hole in the plates. Their710

wavelengths and their magnitudes are similar to those of the sound waves propagating in711

the LES fields, shown in figure 26(d-f). Therefore, the variations of pressure on the plate712

by the jet flow generate the main part of the downstream acoustic radiation for z 6 20r0.713
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Figure 26: Pressure fields obtained downstream of the plate (top) using equation (3.4) and (bottom) from
LES for (a,d) jetsmallhole, (b,e) jetmediumhole and (c,f) jetlargehole. The color scales range between
(a,b,d,e) ±0.01p0, and (c,f) ±0.0025p0, from blue to red.

However, the shapes of the wavefronts are slightly different, especially close to the jet flow.714

These differences may be due to the refraction of sound waves by the flow, not predicted by715

the analogy.716

The pressure spectra calculated at z = 12r0 and r = 15r0 using the analogy are plotted717

in figure 27. They are very similar to those obtained from the LES. For jetsmallhole and718

jetmediumhole, in figures 27(a,b), they display peaks at the dominant feedback frequency719

St = 0.40 and its harmonic frequencies. For the two first peaks for jetsmallhole and the first720

one for jetmediumhole, the levels are close to the LES levels, with differences lower than721

4 dB. Furthermore, the broadband levels determined using the analogy and the LES do not722

differ by more than 3 dB. Therefore, the acoustic radiation downstream of the plate seems to723

be mainly produced by the pressure fluctuations on the plate due to the flow impingement.724

Discrepancies can however be noted. Indeed, for the third and fourth tones for jetsmallhole725

and for the second and third tones for jetmediumhole, the levels evaluated using the analogy726

do not agree well with the LES results. Therefore, these tones may be due to noise generation727

mechanisms not taken into account by Curle’s analogy, such as the interactions of turbulent728

structures just downstream of the plate. Finally, for jetlargehole, in figure 27(c), the spectrum729

predicted at z = 12r0 and r = 15r0 using the analogy is close to that of the LES, with a very730

good agreement for St < 0.6 and discrepancies lower than 3 dB for higher frequencies. The731

sound waves reaching the point at z = 12r0 and r = 15r0 thus appear to be mainly generated732

by the scattering of the jet pressure waves by the hole edge, and not by the turbulent jet733

developing past the hole.734

To quantify more accurately the contribution of the scattered sound waves to the down-735

stream pressure field, the sound levels obtained at r = 15r0 for z > 10r0 using the analogy736

for jetsmallhole and jetlargehole are displayed in figure 28. They are compared with the737

levels for the LES and for the free jet. The results for jetmediumhole, not shown here, look738

like those for jetsmallhole. For jetsmallhole, in figure 28(a), the levels from the analogy do739

not vary much with the axial distance, and are approximately equal to 140 dB. They are740

close to those of the LES down to z = 22r0, with less than 2 dB of discrepancies. Farther741
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Figure 27: Sound pressure levels obtained at z = 12r0 and r = 15r0 from LES and using
equation (3.4) for (a) jetsmallhole, (b) jetmediumhole and (c) jetlargehole, as a function of the Strouhal
number.
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Figure 28: Overall sound pressure levels obtained downstream of the plate at r = 15r0 from LES and
using equation (3.4), for (a) jetsmallhole and (b) jetlargehole, - - - levels for jetfree.

downstream, the LES levels decrease down to 130 dB at z = 40r0. This reduction may be due742

to the refraction of the sound waves by the jet flow, neglected in the analogy. For jetlargehole,743

in figure 28(b), the levels in the LES are almost constant and close to 122 dB, while those744

for the analogy are lower and decrease with the axial distance. For z 6 15r0, the analogy745

provides levels lower by less than 3 dB than the LES levels, which suggests that most of the746

noise in this region is produced by the waves scattered by the plate. Farther downstream, the747

discrepancy raises up to 9 dB at z = 40r0. Therefore, far from the plate, the sound radiation748

does not seem to be substantially due to the interactions between the jet and the plate. In749

particular, for z > 30r0, the LES levels are similar to those for the free jet, implying that the750

jet mixing noise is the main noise component for low radiation angles.751
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4. Conclusion752

In this paper, the production of tones by a round jet at a Mach number of 0.9 impinging on a753

plate with and without a hole of varying diameter h has been investigated using compressible754

large-eddy simulations. For all plate geometries, tones emerge in the pressure spectra. Their755

frequencies are found to be nearly independent of the presence and of the size of the hole756

in the plate, in agreement with the frequencies expected for aeroacoustic feedback loops757

establishing between the nozzle lips and the plate, involving turbulent structures convected758

downstream by the jet flow and acoustic waves travelling upstream. The latter waves moreover759

appear to belong to the family of the free-stream upstream-propagating guided waves of the760

jet, allowing us to explain the azimuthal structure of the jet oscillation mode at each tone761

frequency. Regarding the tone intensities, they decrease when the hole in the plate is larger,762

weakly when the hole diameter increases from h = 2r0 to h = 3r0, but very strongly between763

h = 3r0 and h = 4.4r0. The reason for that is shown to be the different mechanisms producing764

the acoustic waves closing the feedback loops. Indeed, these waves are generated directly765

by the impingement of the jet flow structures on the plate for the two smallest holes, but766

by the scattering of the jet aerodynamic pressure fluctuations by the plate for the largest767

hole, leading to much weaker tones in that case. These results emphasize the importance768

of the nature of the interactions between the jet flow and the plate in producing strongly769

emerging acoustic tones. Finally, an acoustic analogy based on the variations of the pressure770

on the plate has also been used to study the nature of the dominant noise sources. It provides771

results in good agreement with the LES, showing the significant contribution of the pressure772

fluctuations on the plate to the pressure field. In the future, it could be interesting to examine773

whether the present phenomena observed for a high-subsonic jet will also be obtained for774

supersonic jets impinging on a perforated plate. In particular, this may not be the case for775

impinging rocket jets, for which no acoustic tones have been reported in the literature.776
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